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Discussion the influence of human 
interpretation differences on the 
uncertainty of geological model
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Introduction

Geological model is the basis for the analysis,
simulation, and evaluation of engineering,
underground environment, and geological hazards.
If the geological model deviates from the current
conditions, the analysis, simulation, and evaluation
of related engineering, underground environment,
and geological disaster applications cannot be
reasonable.

Keaton J.R.(2015), Publish a Rating system to 
quantify uncertainty coefficient of geological 
model(COV)
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Rating system to quantify uncertainty coefficient of geological model(COV)
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This study reviews the sources and classifications of
uncertainties in the geological model, attempts to
use the geological borehole design questionnaire in
the Minxiong area of Chiayi, and invites 5 Subjects to
use the geological borehole data for geological
section judgment, to understand the experience
ability of geological personnel to the impact of
geological model uncertainty.

Category 
Component

Rating Criteria and Score

Points 3 9 27 81

Geologist competency 
level

Professional 
Geologist with local 
field experience

Professional 
Geologist with field 
experience in non-
similar geology

Geology degree 
or training with 
some field 
experience

No geology 
training or field 
experience
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Methodology

Collect borehole 
data(15 holes in 
Minxiong area of Chiayi )

Provide test profile 
questions based on 
terrain and location

and invites 5 Subjects to 
use the borehole data 
to do geological section

Propose method to 
rating score for test 

Try to  find the weighi of 
rating Component 

Try to  find the 
relationship between this 
test and Rating system 
to quantify uncertainty 
coefficient of geological 
model(COV)
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Borehole location



Regional geology map
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Test Question 1/3



Test Question 2/3
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Blank section A



Test Question 3/3
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Blank section B



(Test 2)Profile A, No.1 

Result
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1

(Test 2)Profile A, No.2 
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註:雖然在TC-05孔與MH-04孔中
間沒有畫出斷層符號，但其用意
是斷層區分東西兩側。

(Test 2)Profile A, No.3 
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(Test 2)Profile A, No.4 
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註:地表有區分出沖積層與紅土礫石
層，但實際上卻把沖積層中礫石與
紅土礫石層連在一起無區分。

(Test 2)Profile A, No.5 
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(Test 2)Profile B, No.1 
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(Test 2)Profile B, No.2 
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註:雖然在TC-04孔與MH-04孔中
間沒有畫出斷層符號，但其用意
是斷層區分東西兩側。

(Test 2)Profile B, No.3 
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(Test 2)Profile B, No.4 
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註:地表有區分出沖積層與紅土礫石
層，但實際上卻把沖積層中礫石與
紅土礫石層連在一起無區分。

(Test 2)Profile B, No.5 
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(Test 2)Profile A, Close to correct 
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(Test 2)Profile B, Close to correct 



Rating method

project Close or similar not similar

1. Stratigraphy 2 0

2. Strata extension 2 0

3. Rationality of geological structure 2 0

4. Interpretation of rock contact 2 0
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Rating for Test Result:



background

Respondent Professional 
background

Professional 
license

Career 
experie-
nce

field regional 
geological 
survey 
experience

score for 
A profile

score for 
B profile

Respondent 1 geologist
Professional 
Applied 
Geologist

6-10

field regional 
geological 
survey 
experience

8 8

Respondent 2 geologist 6-10 4 4

Respondent 3 geologist 6-10 4 4

Respondent 4 geologist 21-25

field regional 
geological 
survey 
experience

6 6

Respondent 5 civil 
engineer

Professional 
Geotechnical 
Engineer

11-15 4 4
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Respondent and Rating Score:



Professional 
background Professional license Career 

experience

field regional 
geological survey 
experience

4 points for 
geologist

2 points for license 
Professional

2 points for 
more than 
10 years

2 points fo rregional
geological survey 
experience
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Category 
Component

Rating Criteria and Score
Points 3 9 27 81

Geologist competency level

Professional 
Geologist with 
local field 
experience

Professional 
Geologist with 
field experience in 
non-similar 
geology

Geology degree 
or training with 
some field 
experience

No geology 
training or field 
experience

Rating Score table for good geological model(Detail Rating Table tnan COV table)

Compare with Uncertenty of geology model(Keaton J.R.(2015)
COV= (GMCRS) / (GMCRS Max)(ps:from 0-1)

Formula between COV (Geologist competency level) 
and(Rating Score for good geology model)
COV (Geologist competency level)=-7.8*score+81



Overall, the answers to this test are almost identical, 
showing that the results of geological models 
produced by different personnel are quite different 
when the same drilling core data is provided.

The result of this plan Consolidate  to get a Rating 
Score table ( for good geological model), more 
details than COV table(Keaton J.R.(2015), will 
helpful to advance more detail Component for 
Rating COV of uncertainty coefficient of geological 
model.

 In rating Score table, we find the weight oh 4 
Component about geologist competency level for  
make a good geological model.
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Conclusion



Future work

1. So far the result shows the methods are feasible. Try 
to get more people to test to increase the 
representativeness of the data.

2. Simplify drilling layering to make it easier to 
distinguish scores from test results.

3. Consider the possibility of testing other category 
component in the rating the coefficient of 
geological uncertainty.
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Thanks for Attention
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Category 
Component

Rating Criteria and Score
Points 3 9 27 81

Genetic-
deposition or 
emplacement

Simple, uniform condition
Generally simple, 
predictable 
conditions

Somewhat 
complex, generally 
predictable 
conditions

Highly complex and 
variable conditions

Epigenetic-
structural or 
deformational

No faulting or folding 
observed or expected

One episode of 
limited faulting and 
folding expected

Two episodes of 
limited faulting and 
folding expected

Multiple episodes of 
major faulting and 
folding expected

Epigenetic-
alteration or 
dissolution

Unlikely because of 
geologic setting

Possible because of 
geologic setting

Likely because of 
geologic setting Known to exist

Epigenetic-
weathering and 
erosion

Uniform weathering 
profile; minor erosion

Generally regular 
weathering profile; 
some erosion

Irregular weathering 
profile; moderate 
erosion

Highly irregular 
weathering; extensive 
erosion, buried valleys

Site-scale geologic 
complexity

Vertically and laterally 
uniform over project site

Generally regular 
over project site

Irregular over 
project site

Highly irregular over 
project site

Terrain features Some relief; many good 
exposures

Some relief: some 
good exposures

Strong relief; poor 
exposures

Heavy vegetation:few or 
very poor exposures

Information quality Extensive data from 
multiple sources

Limited data from 
few sources

Reconnaissance 
level information 
only

Existing information only; 
desktop study

Geologist competency 
level

Professional Geologist 
with local field 
experience

Professional 
Geologist with field 
experience in non-
similar geology

Geology degree or 
training with some 
field experience

No geology training or 
field experience

Alotted time or level of 
effort

Ample time; well-
developed interpretation

Adequate time; 
thoughtful 
interpretation

Brief time:thoughtful
interpretation

Brief time; rushed 
interpretation

Keaton J.R.(2015) COV= (GMCRS) / (GMCRS Max)(729)
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上述Keaton J.R.(2015)評分系統有9個分項，

四個分項與區域地質尺度複雜度有關:

1.原生沉積或位移，

2.次生變形，

3.蝕變，

4.風化與侵蝕

五個分項涉及場址尺度的複雜性:

5.場址尺度的地質複雜性，

6.場址地形特徵複雜性，

7.場址特性資訊品質，

8.地質師經驗能力，

9.工址調查與地質解釋投入時間。



(Test 2)Profile A, Close to correct 
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(Test 2)Profile B, Close to correct 
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